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1. Match A to B to make sentences about ptarmigans. Then listen and check.  
 

      A      B 

1. Ptarmigans are... a. the Arctic, the Alps and Scotland. 

2. They don’t have... b. feathers. 

3. They have...  c. they are brown. 

4. In summer... d. birds. 

5. In winter they are... e. fur. 

6. They live in... f. seeds, leaves, berries, and insects. 

7. They eat... g. white. 

 

2. Fill in the words: birds, foxes, fur, grey, long, polar, winter. Then listen about 

Arctic foxes and check. 

They are also called __________ foxes. They are 46-68 cm __________. They are __________ 

or grey in spring, and in __________, they are white. Their thick __________ keeps them warm. 

Arctic __________ live in the Arctic. They eat __________, small animals and berries. 

 

3. Listen about Arctic hares and fill in the missing information. 

a. They have _________ ears. 

b. They are _________ cm long. 

c. In summer they are _________ or _________. 

d. In winter they are _________. 

e. They live in _________. 

f. They eat _________ and moss. 

 

4. Write the names of the animals and then match A and B. 
 

A B 

1. [ˈtɑːmɪɡənz]  _____________ a. have fur on their feet. 

2. [heəz] _____________ b. have feathers. 

3. [fɒksiz] _____________ c. look like rabbits. 

4. [ˈhæmstəz]  _____________ d. eat birds and small animals. 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Match A to B to make sentences about ptarmigans. Then listen and check.  
     A                                                                            B 

1. Ptarmigans are… a. the Arctic, the Alps and Scotland. 

2. They don’t have… b. feathers. 

3. They have… c. they are brown. 

4. In summer… d. birds. 

5. In winter they are… e. fur. 

6. They live in… f. seeds, leaves, berries, and insects. 

7. They eat… g. white. 

 

2. Fill in the words: birds, foxes, fur, grey, long, polar, winter. Then listen about 

Arctic foxes and check. 

They are also called polar foxes. They are 46-68 cm long. They are brown or grey in spring, and 

in winter, they are white. Their thick fur keeps them warm. Arctic foxes live in the Arctic. They 

eat birds, small animals and berries. 

 

3. Listen about Arctic hares and fill in the missing information. 

a. They have long ears. 

b. They are 43-70 cm long.  

c. In summer they are brown or grey. 

d. In winter they are white. 

e. They live in forests. 

f. They eat leaves and moss. 

 

4. Write the names of the animals and then match A and B. 
 

A B 
1. [ˈtɑːmɪɡənz]  Ptarmigans a. have fur on their feet. 

2. [heəz] Hares b. have feathers. 

3. [fɒksiz] Foxes c. look like rabbits. 

4. [ˈhæmstəz]          Hamsters d. eat birds and small animals. 

 


